What is CQ Researcher?

CQ Researcher offers in-depth, unbiased coverage of political and social issues, with regular reports on a wide range of topics. Each report is written by a seasoned journalist, professionally fact-checked, and footnoted to facilitate further research.

Finding and Accessing CQ Researcher

You can find and access CQ Researcher through the WKU Libraries website (www.wku.edu/library). On the website (see below), choose the Databases link on the left side of the page.

On the database list go to the ‘C’ tab, then scroll down to CQ Researcher.
If you are accessing off-campus, or using wireless Internet access, you will have to enter your WKU NetID and password when the page shown below pops up.

**Finding Content on CQ Researcher**

CQ Researcher offers you several ways to find reports on your topic...

- You can search for a report using a keyword in the search box

- Browse broad topics such as religion or education to view related reports

- You can also browse reports organized by date, by popular issues, or view the pros & cons sections of reports